World International Martial Arts Organization
TITLE CONTRACT
This agreement made and entered into by the World International Martial
Arts Association & Organization and all competitors participating in
competition for the said title. These are private and confidential contracts
that must be completed separately by each recognized fighter.
PARTICIPANTS: This Title Bout is agreed under contract to be fought
between
(Fighter1)_______________________________________________
VS
(Fighter2) _______________________________________________
The following contract has been approved
by____________________________WIMAAO Representative) this day of
___/___/___

TITLE: This bout is for the WIMAAO Pro/ProAm/Am
____________________________________________________ (Rules)
VENUE:
This Championship Bout will be held (State Venue)
______________________________________________
Address _______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Title bout will be held on (Date) _____/_____/______

WEIGHT:
The above named fighters shall weigh-in at no less than _____________ KG and no
more than __________ KG. If a fighter does not make the weight within 3 hours
after the first official weigh in, their purse will be forfeited (if applicable) and they
will be fined the amount of sanctioning fees, travel expenses, accommodation
expenses, advertising expenses, payable to the WIMAAO promoter. Any fighter
unable to reach the contracted weight as stated above the Title will be forfeited to
their opponent. If the fighter who does not make the weight is the current
WIMAAO title holder he/she will forfeit the title to their Opponent providing their
opponent makes the contracted weight. The same fines will apply to any fighter
failing to show for the weigh in. No fighter signed to this contract shall engage in
another fight or contract competition within a 28 day period of the date of this
fight.In international bouts up to 1.36 kg can be waived for the travelling fighter
if the travelling fighter is coming in from a different continent.
PRE FIGHT HEALTH
All fighters will be examined by a licensed Medical Doctor (MD) directly before
their bout for determination of any injuries. If after this examination, the event
Doctor (MD) determines that any fighter cannot fight due to illness or prior injury
and this is upheld by the WIMAAO representative at the event, all purse money
due to this fighter will be retained by the event promoter The failed fighter will
now be responsible for all their own travel expenses (Self & Trainer) paid by the
promoter along with their opponents travel expenses, opponents full purse, event
promotional expenses etc. The apposing fighter will be automatically awarded the
Title by forfeit.
FIGHTER CANCELLATION
If a fighter fails to show up for a scheduled fight and fails to participate as stated
throughout this contract he/she will be held liable for reasonable financial loss and
damages caused to the promoter. To this effect the damage will be double that of
the applied sanctioning fee as stated by WIMAAO. Also unless an acceptable
reason for failure to show is provided and that can be substantiated the fighter may
be struck off all fighter records. No fighter signed to this contract shall engage in
another fight or contract competition within a 28 day period of the date of this
fight.

HOLDING CHAMPION
The WIMAAO winning champion is obligated under the terms and conditions of
statute rulings of the Organization to successfully defend the Championship Title a
minimum of two successful times, after winning the championship belt, before
ownership of the Belts become the property of the current champion. The Title
holder must defend the Titles a minimum of once per 12 month period. Failure of
the Champion to defend his/her Title within the assigned time period will result in
the Championship Belts being returned to the controlling Representative within
the WIMAAO applied Country Office of where the Title was promoted. Belts must
be returned by the holder via registered post and at the cost of the current holder.
BOUT LENGTH
This bout shall be ________ Rounds of ______ minute lengths with ______ minute
rests between each round.
PURSES
Promoter __________________________ has agreed to pay fighter
_____________________ the sum of (currency) ________________ amount
__________________________ for this bout. This full amount shall be paid by the
promoter at the official weigh-ins in the form of a cashiers cheque made out to
_______________________________
INSURANCE
The promoter agrees to cover any and all medical expenses of any of the fighters if
they are injured during their bout on this event. All fighters will be examined by a
licensed Medical Doctor directly before and after their bout for determination of
any injuries. Any injuries that are determined to have occurred during the bout
itself will be tended to immediately after the bout while the injured fighter is still at
the event. Such care shall be done so at the expense of the promoter through their
fighter Insurance Policy. If additional medical care is necessary such as a fighter
needing to go to a hospital or Medical Care needed in the weeks following the event
as determined by a licensed Medical Doctor and was directly related to the injury
that was diagnosed from their bout at the event, this too shall be covered and paid
by the promoter from his/her fighter insurance policy. If for some reason the
Promoter did not have a fighter medical insurance policy for their event they will
still be required to pay all medical expenses within 30 days of the event as long as all
medical bills are from a licensed Medical Doctor (MD) as approved by WIMAAO.
In the case of a fighter who needs to return back to their home country, the Event

Promoter is still required to pay all necessary medical expenses from the injured
fighters country that are directly related from the fighter’s injury from the bout on
their event and confirmed so by WIMAAO. WIMAAO ARE NOT LIABLE for any
injuries or medical expenses etc. of any fighter, trainer, official, manager or
promoter on this event. All WIMAAO Promoters must provide a valid Proof of
insurance to the WIMAAO Representative prior to the start of the event at the
official weigh inns or by mailed copy to WIMAAO

EXPENSES
The Promoter shall pay all plane travel, hotel and meal expenses for Fighter
_______________________________ and his Trainer unless other arrangements
have been made.
TITLE AWARD
At the end of the bout winner shall be awarded the WIMAAO
____________________ (Rules) ___________________ (Class Pro/Am/ProAm)
________________ (Weight) ________________ (Title) at this time the WIMAAO
belt will be awarded to the Champion by the WIMAAO Representative.
DECISION COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
Any dispute of the outcome decision given in a championship bout should be
forwarded to the WIMAAO Head Quarters via the Country Representative. A
formal letter must be written by the “disputing Manager” in a period not to exceed
45 days from the event. Upon receipt of the letter video evidence must be supplied
by the promoter along with written evidence from the bout Referee and Judges. All
evidence will be looked at by Head Officials and a final decision will be made no
later than 90 days after the Title bout. Should the decision be found in favour of
the disputing fighter, the holder will removed of his current title and passed to the
official winner.

REALEASE
WIMAAO shall enforce this contract to its fullest. If necessary all Legal Fees
necessary to settle any dispute of this contract shall be paid in full by those who do
not honour their portion of this contract. No Fighter, Manager, Trainer, Promoter
or Spectator shall hold WIMAAO and or its representatives liable for any injuries
sustained before, during or after this event or any other damages caused from
related actions of this event. The above is agreed upon by all those signing their
names below.
_____________________________________________ Fighter Name (In Capitals)
_____________________________________________ Fighter Signature
_____________________________________________ Address (In Capitals)
_____________________________________________
__________________________ Postal/Zip Code
_____________________________________________________ Telephone & Email
_____________________________________________________ Trainer Manager
_____________________________________________________ Address
_____________________________________________________ Telephone & Email
_____________________________________________________ Event Promoter

